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NoticeNotice
This presentation is hyperlinked to SolREI, Inc’s primary website. The links herein will This presentation is hyperlinked to SolREI, Inc’s primary website. The links herein will 
resolve only for registered users there. Registration is free. Once users are logged into resolve only for registered users there. Registration is free. Once users are logged into 
our website, all hyperlinks in this presentation will resolve to their relative and our website, all hyperlinks in this presentation will resolve to their relative and 
respective landing pages. All other users will receive a standardized message concerning respective landing pages. All other users will receive a standardized message concerning 
restricted content and reminding them to register. Simply register and log in to bypass restricted content and reminding them to register. Simply register and log in to bypass 
that restriction message.that restriction message.
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AbstractAbstract
Sagan once mused, using the New York Public Library as an example, that Sagan once mused, using the New York Public Library as an example, that 
having vast arrays of books and information at your fingertips is not the point having vast arrays of books and information at your fingertips is not the point 
because you will never live long enough to read it all. The trick he said, is in because you will never live long enough to read it all. The trick he said, is in 
knowing which sets of materials to engage. Today’s Internet is no different. knowing which sets of materials to engage. Today’s Internet is no different. 
Discerning which particular materials are worthy of that slice of your life in Discerning which particular materials are worthy of that slice of your life in 
order to engage. Since the ultimate source of truth is the unified Universe order to engage. Since the ultimate source of truth is the unified Universe 
itself, we therefore derive the highest and best value from a precipice capable itself, we therefore derive the highest and best value from a precipice capable 
of perceiving and engaging unified reality. Our job is empowering your ability of perceiving and engaging unified reality. Our job is empowering your ability 
of discernment, to know which bit of information to pay attention to. Some of of discernment, to know which bit of information to pay attention to. Some of 
which is akin to mining pearls of wisdom from what came before and is out of which is akin to mining pearls of wisdom from what came before and is out of 
context. One test is whether or not a particular domain of discourse is context. One test is whether or not a particular domain of discourse is 
congruent with the unified Universe or if it is incongruous with that same congruent with the unified Universe or if it is incongruous with that same 
litmus? Is that information even congruent with the EIM making it manifest? litmus? Is that information even congruent with the EIM making it manifest? 
Does that EIM close to unification? If not has that information been mode Does that EIM close to unification? If not has that information been mode 
shifted? Can you maintain critical situational awareness thinking discussing shifted? Can you maintain critical situational awareness thinking discussing 
that information conversationally in order to mode shift it into alignment if it that information conversationally in order to mode shift it into alignment if it 
has not been already? Do fellow investigators comprehend Elegant Reasonism has not been already? Do fellow investigators comprehend Elegant Reasonism 
or are they ensnared by logic traps created by Langer Epistemology Errors? or are they ensnared by logic traps created by Langer Epistemology Errors? 
Do you know how to get out of such traps? This brief presentation helps to Do you know how to get out of such traps? This brief presentation helps to 
position discussion anchor points in order to facilitate discussion. Situational position discussion anchor points in order to facilitate discussion. Situational 
awareness begins with recognizing there is a problem in the first place. The awareness begins with recognizing there is a problem in the first place. The 
more the fundamental basis of such issues are recognized and clarified, the more the fundamental basis of such issues are recognized and clarified, the 
more effective subsequent conversations will be. Only then may the issue, more effective subsequent conversations will be. Only then may the issue, 
problem, or insight may be perceived and engaged from the precipice of the problem, or insight may be perceived and engaged from the precipice of the 
unified Universe.unified Universe.

https://www.solrei.co/usr/library/biographical/Sagan_Carl/The_Demon-Haunted_World.pdf


  



  

Simply Put: Elegant Reasonism Is:Simply Put: Elegant Reasonism Is:

Elegant Reasonism is an epistemology supported by an analytical framework which seeks truth as a Elegant Reasonism is an epistemology supported by an analytical framework which seeks truth as a 
function of the unified Universe as a philosophical predicate priority consideration entering science.function of the unified Universe as a philosophical predicate priority consideration entering science.   

The situation we find ourselves predominantly in today is that status quo thinking is entrenched within a The situation we find ourselves predominantly in today is that status quo thinking is entrenched within a 
Langer Epistemology ErrorLanger Epistemology Error derived logic trap.  The objective then is to get others to recognize details of  derived logic trap.  The objective then is to get others to recognize details of 
the trap, illuminate the path out of the trap, and then to leverage illustration in order to gain the precipice the trap, illuminate the path out of the trap, and then to leverage illustration in order to gain the precipice 
capable of perceiving and engaging the unified Universe. capable of perceiving and engaging the unified Universe. 

 This utility process is simple to the point of elegance hence its name. This utility process is simple to the point of elegance hence its name. 
 What is difficult are individual preconceived paradigms.What is difficult are individual preconceived paradigms.
 Individual paradigms must be shifted by the individuals holding them, not externally.Individual paradigms must be shifted by the individuals holding them, not externally.
 Recognition of the issues comes from within each of us and everyone has that capability.Recognition of the issues comes from within each of us and everyone has that capability.

 Advanced degrees are not necessary to comprehend Elegant Reasonism or its results.Advanced degrees are not necessary to comprehend Elegant Reasonism or its results.
 What is required is persistence, perseverance, and a mind capable of critical situationally What is required is persistence, perseverance, and a mind capable of critical situationally 

awareness thinking as it conducts any given investigation. You must see as you look. Hear as awareness thinking as it conducts any given investigation. You must see as you look. Hear as 
you listen. Conversational Elegant Reasonism is a dynamic skill when wielded effectively and you listen. Conversational Elegant Reasonism is a dynamic skill when wielded effectively and 
it is fully capable of discerning baloney in real time.it is fully capable of discerning baloney in real time.



  

The Simplex CharacterizationThe Simplex Characterization
The utility process, previously described, produced the first fully compliant EIM to close to unification:    The utility process, previously described, produced the first fully compliant EIM to close to unification:    
 The Emergence Model. Elegant Reasonism requires a plurality of EIMs, one of which must close to  The Emergence Model. Elegant Reasonism requires a plurality of EIMs, one of which must close to 
unification, to be employed in any given investigation as determined appropriate by that team. unification, to be employed in any given investigation as determined appropriate by that team. 

 EIMs establish fundamental foundational interpretive contextEIMs establish fundamental foundational interpretive context

 Recognized and enumerated EIMs may be iterated but all employed EIMs must be declared and Recognized and enumerated EIMs may be iterated but all employed EIMs must be declared and 
documented consistent with ISO 9001 QMS Standards holistically in context of Elegant Reasonism documented consistent with ISO 9001 QMS Standards holistically in context of Elegant Reasonism 
requirements. The SolREI ISO 9001 Unification Tool, or its equivalent, may be used for this requirements. The SolREI ISO 9001 Unification Tool, or its equivalent, may be used for this 
purpose.  100% of all abstractions and constructs, systemic or otherwise must be so treated for purpose.  100% of all abstractions and constructs, systemic or otherwise must be so treated for 
evidence chain tie back and reference purposes.evidence chain tie back and reference purposes.

 While a particular Paradigm of Interest/Nature (POI/N) may not essentially change in character EIM While a particular Paradigm of Interest/Nature (POI/N) may not essentially change in character EIM 
to EIM, how it is made manifest almost certainly does change. The systemic nature of such changes to EIM, how it is made manifest almost certainly does change. The systemic nature of such changes 
are often profound and this is especially true of foundational constructs. The MBP for example in are often profound and this is especially true of foundational constructs. The MBP for example in 
M5 or the spacetime-mass interface in the case of M1.M5 or the spacetime-mass interface in the case of M1.

 Elegant Reasonism provides analytics to sort abstractions and their impact EIM to EIM relative to Elegant Reasonism provides analytics to sort abstractions and their impact EIM to EIM relative to 
and respective of the unified Universe in order to derive the most aligned truth possible. The more and respective of the unified Universe in order to derive the most aligned truth possible. The more 
EIMs employed the better supported a given Treatise will be. Future fully compliant EIMs will only EIMs employed the better supported a given Treatise will be. Future fully compliant EIMs will only 
serve to make this process stronger and more powerful.serve to make this process stronger and more powerful.

 When unification is accomplished the implication is that everything real in the unified Universe is a When unification is accomplished the implication is that everything real in the unified Universe is a 
derivative of that accomplishment, or the accomplishment is not real. The other side of that coin is derivative of that accomplishment, or the accomplishment is not real. The other side of that coin is 
that EIMs which do close, can answer questions derived from EIMs which do not.that EIMs which do close, can answer questions derived from EIMs which do not.



  



  

Enabling Mode ShiftingEnabling Mode Shifting

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6

Pn1

Pn2

Pn3

Pn4

Pn 

As of 4Q2019 there were seven (7) 
recognized Encapsulated 
Interpretive Models:

M0: Newtonian

M1: Modern variant mass

M2: Einstein’s Invariant Mass

M3: PV of M1 or M2

M4: M5 emulating M1 or M2

M5: LV of The Emergence Model

M6: PV of The Emergence Model

M7: Reserved

* Analytic Stack may be implemented logically or physically as appropriate

2D Articulation Layer

Analytic Stack (e.g. 3D Layering) *

ISO 9001 
Unification Tool

Paradigm Statistics

Logic Calculus

Reality Validation

Bayesian Analytics

Heuristics

Six Sigma

Metacognitive Analytics

Context & Source

Model Integrity Analysis

M2M ↔ Paradigms

2D Articulation

https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m1/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m2/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m3/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m4/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m5/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m6/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m0/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m1/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m2/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m3/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m4/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m5/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m6/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/paradigms-of-interest-statistical-layer/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/logic-calculus-layer/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/reality-alignment-validation/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/bayesian-statistics-layer/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/historical-context-original-source-review/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/model-integrity-analysis-layer/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/m2m-re-paradigms-of-interest-nature-analysis/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/2d-translation-table-articulation-layer/


  

Process Decision ChecksProcess Decision Checks

Langer
Epistemology

Errors?

Abstractions

Yes

You are likely
committing Langer

Epistemology Errors

Abstraction
Inventory

Unified
Thinking?

Working with
Abstractions or

Reality?

Recognition

No
Reality

Illumination
Yes

No

Translation
Matrices

Effective?

Mode Shift
Effectively?

No

No

Analysis

Yes

Realm of C’s
Compliant?

No

Develop
Holistic Insights

Investigation
Effective?

Unified
Treatise

No

Yes

Improve
Yes

Yes

https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/acknowledgements/susanne-k-langer/
https://www.solrei.co/usr/library/biographical/Langer_Susanne_Katherina/Philosophy%20in%20a%20New%20Key%2C%20Suzanne%20K.%20Langer.pdf?_t=1561297901
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/iso9001-unification-tool/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/rd/questing-unification/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/process-methods/recognition/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/process-methods/p2-illumination/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/mode-shifting/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/process-methods/p3-analysis/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/echains/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/process-methods/p3-9-developing-a-treatise/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/standards/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/treatise/


  

Realm of C’sRealm of C’s

 Encapsulated Interpretive Models (EIMs) create an otherwise impenetrable boundary Encapsulated Interpretive Models (EIMs) create an otherwise impenetrable boundary 
which is only exposed to analytics through Translation Matrices of Elegant Reasonism. which is only exposed to analytics through Translation Matrices of Elegant Reasonism. 
So one aspect of these terms applies exclusively within an EIM while other aspects So one aspect of these terms applies exclusively within an EIM while other aspects 
apply holistically across the framework’s analytic stack.apply holistically across the framework’s analytic stack.

 Terms are isotropic to communications in all formsTerms are isotropic to communications in all forms

 ISO standardsISO standards employed employed
 InvestigationsInvestigations

 Objective & Goal Determination / ArticulationObjective & Goal Determination / Articulation

 Investigative Team DiscussionsInvestigative Team Discussions

 Treatise DevelopmentTreatise Development
 Are especially important in Elegant Reasonism toolsAre especially important in Elegant Reasonism tools

 ISO 9001 Unification ToolISO 9001 Unification Tool

 Translation MatricesTranslation Matrices

 Insight DevelopmentInsight Development

 Treatise DevelopmentTreatise Development

 Subsequent PresentationsSubsequent Presentations

 Systems EngineeringSystems Engineering principles, practices, and profession principles, practices, and profession

 Requirements definitions & gatheringRequirements definitions & gathering

 Systems definitionsSystems definitions

 Systems of Systems (composite constituent relationships)Systems of Systems (composite constituent relationships)

The phrase “realm of c’s” is borrowed from the world of enterprise business planning and generally The phrase “realm of c’s” is borrowed from the world of enterprise business planning and generally 
refers to terms like those listed below, but is not limited to just these few:refers to terms like those listed below, but is not limited to just these few:

 CapabilityCapability
 CellsCells
 ClassClass
 Close (to unification)Close (to unification)
 CogentCogent
 CoherentCoherent
 CohesiveCohesive
 CommunicativeCommunicative
 CompleteComplete
 ConciseConcise
 ConformanceConformance
 CongruentCongruent
 ConsistentConsistent
 ContextContext
 Correctness (e.g. truth)Correctness (e.g. truth)
 Criteria (& metrics)Criteria (& metrics)

https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/standards/realm-of-the-cs/
https://www.iso.org/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/rd/investigations/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/process-methods/p3-9-developing-a-treatise/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/iso9001-unification-tool/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/process-methods/p3-9-developing-a-treatise/
https://www.solrei.co/products/education/certifications/systems-engineers/


  

Realm of C’sRealm of C’s
These terms apply relative to and respective of Encapsulation boundaries of the various areas of These terms apply relative to and respective of Encapsulation boundaries of the various areas of 
Translation Matrices. 1Translation Matrices. 1stst they apply within EIMs relative to and respective of that EIM’s integrity.  they apply within EIMs relative to and respective of that EIM’s integrity. 
They also apply to the POI/N’s. And they apply in context of the various analytical layers, some of They also apply to the POI/N’s. And they apply in context of the various analytical layers, some of 
which span EIMs and other layers. which span EIMs and other layers. 

 CapabilityCapability
 CellsCells
 ClassClass
 Close (to unification)Close (to unification)
 CogentCogent
 CoherentCoherent
 CohesiveCohesive
 CommunicativeCommunicative
 CompleteComplete
 ConciseConcise
 ConformanceConformance
 CongruentCongruent
 ConsistentConsistent
 ContextContext
 Correctness (e.g. truth)Correctness (e.g. truth)
 Criteria (& metrics)Criteria (& metrics)

M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6

Pn1

Pn2

Pn3

Pn4

Pn 

2D Articulation Layer

Analytic Stack (e.g. 3D Layering) *

Paradigm Statistics

Logic Calculus

Reality Validation

Bayesian Analytics

Heuristics

Six Sigma

Metacognitive Analytics

Context & Source

Model Integrity Analysis

M2M ↔ Paradigms

2D Articulation

https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/standards/realm-of-the-cs/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m1/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m2/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m3/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m4/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m5/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/models/m6/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/paradigms-of-interest-statistical-layer/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/logic-calculus-layer/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/reality-alignment-validation/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/bayesian-statistics-layer/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/historical-context-original-source-review/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/model-integrity-analysis-layer/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/m2m-re-paradigms-of-interest-nature-analysis/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/2d-translation-table-articulation-layer/


  

The Fine LineThe Fine Line
Any critical review of Elegant Reasonism will find the philosophical predicate priority consideration is Any critical review of Elegant Reasonism will find the philosophical predicate priority consideration is 
unification, but how does that impact necessary thinking? Important as awareness of that requirement is unification, but how does that impact necessary thinking? Important as awareness of that requirement is 
there is also another factor: Langer Epistemology Errors (LEEs). LEEs occur when we mistake there is also another factor: Langer Epistemology Errors (LEEs). LEEs occur when we mistake 
abstractions for actual reality. These and other factors like encapsulation, interpretation, and aspects of abstractions for actual reality. These and other factors like encapsulation, interpretation, and aspects of 
modeling, more to be sure, all conspire to create a fine line that must be respected. That line says that we modeling, more to be sure, all conspire to create a fine line that must be respected. That line says that we 
must build EIMs that reflect, not declare, aspects of reality. Failure to effectively cope with such issues in must build EIMs that reflect, not declare, aspects of reality. Failure to effectively cope with such issues in 
our experience will produce baloney at alarming rates. Subsequent explanations to such failures grow our experience will produce baloney at alarming rates. Subsequent explanations to such failures grow 
increasingly elaborate, not more elegant.increasingly elaborate, not more elegant.

 Abstractions tend to insulate and isolate higher ordered ideas from lower ordered detail. Abstractions tend to insulate and isolate higher ordered ideas from lower ordered detail. 
Foundational constructs comprised of such abstractions are highly systemic regarding all higher Foundational constructs comprised of such abstractions are highly systemic regarding all higher 
ordered constructs. Therefore we must clearly take into account the relationship of all lower ordered ordered constructs. Therefore we must clearly take into account the relationship of all lower ordered 
constructs as constituents of all higher ordered complexities.constructs as constituents of all higher ordered complexities.

 Everything real, including material particles, are abstractions. They are definable only by their Everything real, including material particles, are abstractions. They are definable only by their 
interaction with other systems. interaction with other systems. 

 Encapsulation relative to interpretation and modeling requirements then demands full compliance Encapsulation relative to interpretation and modeling requirements then demands full compliance 
(Realm of c’s) internally to any given model to assure the integrity of interpretation for that (Realm of c’s) internally to any given model to assure the integrity of interpretation for that 
particular enumerated EIM’s iteration. In this way, small moves, captured in iterations of EIMs and particular enumerated EIM’s iteration. In this way, small moves, captured in iterations of EIMs and 
documented by QMS standards, are more apt to illuminate and illustrate issues relative to the real documented by QMS standards, are more apt to illuminate and illustrate issues relative to the real 
unified Universe which is always held distinct and litmus. The unified Universe is the final arbitor.unified Universe which is always held distinct and litmus. The unified Universe is the final arbitor.

 LEEs minimally demand that we back away from simple declarations and recognize the significant LEEs minimally demand that we back away from simple declarations and recognize the significant 
value of the fine line between reflecting and declaring descriptions of the unified Universe.value of the fine line between reflecting and declaring descriptions of the unified Universe.



  

What is Baloney?What is Baloney?

The term ‘baloney’ is a term Sagan employed referring to any message which could not be empirically The term ‘baloney’ is a term Sagan employed referring to any message which could not be empirically 
derived to scientific standard. derived to scientific standard. The Elegant Reasonism white paperThe Elegant Reasonism white paper reflects that definition necessary but  reflects that definition necessary but 
insufficient for the reasons holistically discussed in the body of work reflecting insufficient for the reasons holistically discussed in the body of work reflecting Elegant ReasonismElegant Reasonism. . 
Insufficiency stems from empiricism’s historical failure to achieve unification and that is essentially a Insufficiency stems from empiricism’s historical failure to achieve unification and that is essentially a 
function of how humans cope with abstraction. Because commission of Langer Epistemology Errors function of how humans cope with abstraction. Because commission of Langer Epistemology Errors 
leads to logic traps which create conditions where one can not perceive unification, leads to logic traps which create conditions where one can not perceive unification, Elegant ReasonismElegant Reasonism  
draws a line of distinction between reflecting the unified Universe and declaring a description of reality. draws a line of distinction between reflecting the unified Universe and declaring a description of reality. 

 Is the language being used congruous or incongruous with unification? Is the language being used congruous or incongruous with unification? 

 Is language use relative to & respective of EIM holistically congruous or incongruous? Is language use relative to & respective of EIM holistically congruous or incongruous? 

 Can the evidence chain be credibly connected back to the unified Universe?Can the evidence chain be credibly connected back to the unified Universe?

 Are Langer Epistemology Errors being committed? Are Langer Epistemology Errors being committed? Are abstractions being confused for reality?Are abstractions being confused for reality?

 Can relevant Can relevant POI/NsPOI/Ns be effectively mode shifted across the recognized EIMs in full compliance? be effectively mode shifted across the recognized EIMs in full compliance?

 Can a single geometric basis point be used for all real objects in every frame of reference?Can a single geometric basis point be used for all real objects in every frame of reference?

 Are all reference frames fully coupled?Are all reference frames fully coupled?

 All domains of discourse through all fields of study should present affinity relative to and respective All domains of discourse through all fields of study should present affinity relative to and respective 
of the unified Universe no matter how restful they may be. of the unified Universe no matter how restful they may be. 

https://issuu.com/solrei/docs/elegant_reasonism_white_paper_05
https://issuu.com/solrei/docs/elegant_reasonism_white_paper_05
https://issuu.com/solrei/docs/elegant_reasonism_white_paper_05
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/translation-matrices/poi-n/


  

Mode Shifting BaloneyMode Shifting Baloney
Even baloney must be mode shifted. In the end, baloney may just be what it is: baloney. There are many Even baloney must be mode shifted. In the end, baloney may just be what it is: baloney. There are many 
misuses of context within language. Sorting all of that out using the Decision Checkpoint Flowchart misuses of context within language. Sorting all of that out using the Decision Checkpoint Flowchart 
within the Elegant Reasonism Generalized Process Flow sometimes can very quickly discern nonsense. within the Elegant Reasonism Generalized Process Flow sometimes can very quickly discern nonsense. 
Sometimes pearls of wisdom are found in the strangest places. Leave no area unexplored. Explore to Sometimes pearls of wisdom are found in the strangest places. Leave no area unexplored. Explore to 
comprehension relative to and respective of the unified Universe as a philosophical predicate priority. comprehension relative to and respective of the unified Universe as a philosophical predicate priority. 
Rhetorically ask yourself ‘why was unification not accomplished before the information age reached this Rhetorically ask yourself ‘why was unification not accomplished before the information age reached this 
stage of maturity?’stage of maturity?’

 All ‘worldviews’ have an epistemological basis even if it is incongruous with the unified Universe.All ‘worldviews’ have an epistemological basis even if it is incongruous with the unified Universe.

 Elegant Reasonism is a epistemology supported by an analytical framework which seeks truth as a function of the Elegant Reasonism is a epistemology supported by an analytical framework which seeks truth as a function of the 
unified Universe as a philosophical predicate priority consideration entering science. If a given concept can not be unified Universe as a philosophical predicate priority consideration entering science. If a given concept can not be 
illuminated and illustrated in such a context it must be held with skepticism. illuminated and illustrated in such a context it must be held with skepticism. 

 Philosophically Elegant Reasonism is science based and represents a net new epistemology. Epistemologically Elegant Philosophically Elegant Reasonism is science based and represents a net new epistemology. Epistemologically Elegant 
Reasonism is a superset epistemology of the traditional epistemologies in the sense that data and concepts from those Reasonism is a superset epistemology of the traditional epistemologies in the sense that data and concepts from those 
traditional philosophies of knowledge may be captured and mode shifted relative to the unified Universe. Statistically, traditional philosophies of knowledge may be captured and mode shifted relative to the unified Universe. Statistically, 
Elegant Reasonism compliant truths come into their own when they are illuminated and illustrated relative to the unified Elegant Reasonism compliant truths come into their own when they are illuminated and illustrated relative to the unified 
Universe which is always held litmus. The unified Universe is the final arbiter.Universe which is always held litmus. The unified Universe is the final arbiter.

 Connections across evidence chains relative to the unified Universe may be RESTFUL (e.g. consistent with Connections across evidence chains relative to the unified Universe may be RESTFUL (e.g. consistent with 
REpresentational STate Transfer concepts and principles from information sciences).REpresentational STate Transfer concepts and principles from information sciences).

 For example: The cogent description of The Emergence Model (found in earlier presentations) finds everything real a For example: The cogent description of The Emergence Model (found in earlier presentations) finds everything real a 
derivative of the intrinsic nature of MBPs. Taken as a system, MBPs, then imply everything real is a system or system derivative of the intrinsic nature of MBPs. Taken as a system, MBPs, then imply everything real is a system or system 
of systems. Through these precepts all  concepts reflecting reality may be derived or linked back to the unified of systems. Through these precepts all  concepts reflecting reality may be derived or linked back to the unified 
Universe. If one can not do this then the potential for baloney exists to some degree.Universe. If one can not do this then the potential for baloney exists to some degree.

 Exactly because The Emergence Model finds everything real a system or system of systems the concepts, principles, Exactly because The Emergence Model finds everything real a system or system of systems the concepts, principles, 
processes, and practices of Systems Engineering are vital in collecting and understanding requirements.processes, and practices of Systems Engineering are vital in collecting and understanding requirements.



  

Feynman: Knowing vs UnderstandingFeynman: Knowing vs Understanding

 At issue is not just congruence within a given EIM but At issue is not just congruence within a given EIM but 
alignment to the unified Universe, which must always external alignment to the unified Universe, which must always external 
to any EIM. EIMs reflect the unified Universe, they are not to any EIM. EIMs reflect the unified Universe, they are not 
direct descriptions of it. Crossing that fine distinction runs the direct descriptions of it. Crossing that fine distinction runs the 
risk of committing Langer Epistemology Errors and falling prey risk of committing Langer Epistemology Errors and falling prey 
to logic traps and other issues.to logic traps and other issues.

 The historical issue precluding perception of the path to The historical issue precluding perception of the path to 
unification has been three major factors: abstractions, unification has been three major factors: abstractions, 
encapsulation, and Langer Epistemology Errors. Elegant encapsulation, and Langer Epistemology Errors. Elegant 
Reasonism reconciles/minimizes them through its utility Reasonism reconciles/minimizes them through its utility 
process and technologies.process and technologies.

 Paradigms of interest / nature simultaneously reflected by Paradigms of interest / nature simultaneously reflected by 
multiple EIMs are said to be simultaneously true (from the multiple EIMs are said to be simultaneously true (from the 
point of view of each EIM (e.g. relative to and respective of point of view of each EIM (e.g. relative to and respective of 
those EIMs employed by a given investigation).those EIMs employed by a given investigation).

 Elegant Reasonism supports at least two different types of Elegant Reasonism supports at least two different types of 
investigations:investigations:

 Pursuit of net new fully compliant EIMsPursuit of net new fully compliant EIMs

 Refining M5 or M6 falls into this category of Refining M5 or M6 falls into this category of 
pursuit (e.g. Proposal made to www.NSF.gov)pursuit (e.g. Proposal made to www.NSF.gov)

 Mode Shifting paradigms of interest or of nature from Mode Shifting paradigms of interest or of nature from 
what it is we think we know into alignment with the what it is we think we know into alignment with the 
unified Universe (e.g. mode shifting some set of unified Universe (e.g. mode shifting some set of 
paradigms from either M1 or M2 into The Emergence paradigms from either M1 or M2 into The Emergence 
Model.Model.

Truly accomplishing unification means integration of everything real, including intellectual pursuits Truly accomplishing unification means integration of everything real, including intellectual pursuits 
of humans. of humans. In hindsight it is important to recognize that in accomplishing unification, Elegant In hindsight it is important to recognize that in accomplishing unification, Elegant 
Reasonism reintegrates Philosophy and Science which reconciles the issues discussed here. Reasonism reintegrates Philosophy and Science which reconciles the issues discussed here. 

Richard Feynman Lectures  circa 1950: Knowing vs Understanding 

This is why unification must be considered a philosophical 
predicate priority consideration entering science and that 
requirement changes what constitutes baloney in the 
proverbial detection kit.

https://youtu.be/NM-zWTU7X-k



  

Feynman: On Depth to RecognizeFeynman: On Depth to Recognize

 The assumption that the substance of a book, or a The assumption that the substance of a book, or a 
lecture, or a film is in its synopsis is one of the most lecture, or a film is in its synopsis is one of the most 
foolish assumptions of our age. - Richard P Feynmanfoolish assumptions of our age. - Richard P Feynman

 The architecture reflected by the The architecture reflected by the 
Elegant Reasonism White PaperElegant Reasonism White Paper and  and 
The Emergence Model White PaperThe Emergence Model White Paper take this  take this 
point into account. point into account. 

 Elegant Reasonism point: We must mode shift Elegant Reasonism point: We must mode shift 
paradigms EIM to EIM. Which entails holistic paradigms EIM to EIM. Which entails holistic 
pattern shifting EIM to EIM within Translation pattern shifting EIM to EIM within Translation 
Matrices. This means evidence chains all the Matrices. This means evidence chains all the 
way down through the analytic stack must be way down through the analytic stack must be 
made manifest in each EIM employed by a made manifest in each EIM employed by a 
given investigation.  Holistic insights are only given investigation.  Holistic insights are only 
available when the metrics are met enabling available when the metrics are met enabling 
and empowering investigators to wield Elegant and empowering investigators to wield Elegant 
Reasonism through the Decision Checkpoint Reasonism through the Decision Checkpoint 
Flowchart and Generalized Process Flow.Flowchart and Generalized Process Flow.

 Effective communications requires a common Effective communications requires a common 
framework in which is meaningful to all participating framework in which is meaningful to all participating 
parties involved. See: In Unification’s Wake, Part 04: parties involved. See: In Unification’s Wake, Part 04: 
CommunicationsCommunications

Context for effective communications is required at every step and stage and must be mode shifted Context for effective communications is required at every step and stage and must be mode shifted 
in order to maintain effectiveness. We must be able to demonstrate the various pattern shifts of in order to maintain effectiveness. We must be able to demonstrate the various pattern shifts of 
paradigms of interest / nature EIM to EIM and do so in a standards based manner.paradigms of interest / nature EIM to EIM and do so in a standards based manner.

The theoretical physicist Richard Feynman famously told an 
interviewer that he couldn’t explain magnetic attraction in terms 
of anything that the interviewer found familiar. 

Photo courtesy: Caltech Archives 

https://issuu.com/solrei/docs/elegant_reasonism_white_paper_05
https://issuu.com/solrei/docs/the_emergence_model_white_paper


  

Critical Situationally Aware ThinkingCritical Situationally Aware Thinking
Can you critically discern the source or basis of a given concept Can you critically discern the source or basis of a given concept 
conversationally in real time? This is akin to understanding the conversationally in real time? This is akin to understanding the 
etymology of that construct relative to and respective of the EIM etymology of that construct relative to and respective of the EIM 
which spawned it, but then you also have to recognize the which spawned it, but then you also have to recognize the 
systemic implications of that construct in the holistic context of systemic implications of that construct in the holistic context of 
your investigation and that context. This is not a trivial exercise.your investigation and that context. This is not a trivial exercise.

 Which EIMs are the basis for the Which EIMs are the basis for the 
constructs being discussed?constructs being discussed?

 Is the thinking fully compliant and Is the thinking fully compliant and 
close to unification?close to unification?

 What is required to mode shift What is required to mode shift 
those constructs?those constructs?

 Are Langer Epistemology Errors Are Langer Epistemology Errors 
being committed?being committed?

 Do logic artifacts exist anywhere Do logic artifacts exist anywhere 
in the thinking?in the thinking?

 Can everything real in every frame Can everything real in every frame 
be traced back to a single be traced back to a single 
geometric basis?geometric basis?

 Does scale represent any Does scale represent any 
disconnect or issue?disconnect or issue?

 Do real objects exist where they Do real objects exist where they 
should not be?should not be?

 What QMS metrics will be used to What QMS metrics will be used to 
qualify success relative to your qualify success relative to your 
investigation and do they need to investigation and do they need to 
be mode shifted?be mode shifted?

 Critical Thinking demands we Critical Thinking demands we 
constantly and incessantly asses constantly and incessantly asses 
whether or not any given thought, whether or not any given thought, 
concept or evidence has been concept or evidence has been 
based on any LEE.based on any LEE.



  

Lead TransformationallyLead Transformationally
Leaders must recognize both the transformational nature of Elegant Reasonism and the volatility Leaders must recognize both the transformational nature of Elegant Reasonism and the volatility 
associated with wielding it relative to and respective of their audiences. associated with wielding it relative to and respective of their audiences. 



  

Evidence & FactsEvidence & Facts
Evidence & Facts are made manifest as a function of the EIM perceiving and engaging them. It should be Evidence & Facts are made manifest as a function of the EIM perceiving and engaging them. It should be 
assured that such an EIM be manifestly congruent with Elegant Reasonism based truth in order to be assured that such an EIM be manifestly congruent with Elegant Reasonism based truth in order to be 
considered ‘aligned’ with the unified Universe. Anything else is incongruous with Elegant Reasonism. It considered ‘aligned’ with the unified Universe. Anything else is incongruous with Elegant Reasonism. It 
should be noted that Elegant Reasonism, as an epistemology, is a superset of traditional epistemologies.should be noted that Elegant Reasonism, as an epistemology, is a superset of traditional epistemologies.

 Evidence and their associated facts must be holistically congruent with the unified Universe.Evidence and their associated facts must be holistically congruent with the unified Universe.

 All concepts claimed by an investigation must declare basis EIM enumeration and specific iteration as documented by the All concepts claimed by an investigation must declare basis EIM enumeration and specific iteration as documented by the 
ISO 9001 Unification ToolISO 9001 Unification Tool or its equivalent, including but not limited to all associated paradigms, abstractions, dependent and  or its equivalent, including but not limited to all associated paradigms, abstractions, dependent and 
systemic constructs. systemic constructs. 

 Evidence and facts must be fully illuminated and illustrated in fully compliant context consistent with Elegant Reasonism.Evidence and facts must be fully illuminated and illustrated in fully compliant context consistent with Elegant Reasonism.

 EIM’s which are not fully compliant with Elegant Reasonism and which produce ‘evidence’ and associated facts must have that EIM’s which are not fully compliant with Elegant Reasonism and which produce ‘evidence’ and associated facts must have that 
material effectively mode shifted through Elegant Reasonism into full compliance before it can be considered Elegant Reasonism material effectively mode shifted through Elegant Reasonism into full compliance before it can be considered Elegant Reasonism 
based (e.g. fully compliant with the unified Universe).based (e.g. fully compliant with the unified Universe).

 Facts and evidence which are congruent with their manifesting EIM but which are not fully compliant with Elegant Reasonism Facts and evidence which are congruent with their manifesting EIM but which are not fully compliant with Elegant Reasonism 
are generally considered necessary but insufficient to meet evidentiary rules of Elegant Reasonism. Elegant Reasonism data are generally considered necessary but insufficient to meet evidentiary rules of Elegant Reasonism. Elegant Reasonism data 
and analytics must illuminate and illustrate such deficiencies and support the path to full compliance. and analytics must illuminate and illustrate such deficiencies and support the path to full compliance. 

 Elegant Reasonism demands and requires enumerated and iterated EIM integrity and holistically fully compliant with all rules.Elegant Reasonism demands and requires enumerated and iterated EIM integrity and holistically fully compliant with all rules.

 Concepts incongruous with basis EIM are prohibited. All concepts must survive Elegant Reasonism analytics.Concepts incongruous with basis EIM are prohibited. All concepts must survive Elegant Reasonism analytics.

 Declared abstractions and their definitions must be strictly adhered to and all departures are prohibited except where enumerated EIM Declared abstractions and their definitions must be strictly adhered to and all departures are prohibited except where enumerated EIM 
iterations are initiated and even then such subsequent EIMs must be fully compliant.iterations are initiated and even then such subsequent EIMs must be fully compliant.

 100% of logic artifacts, concept compression issues, and other aspects of noncompliance must be reconciled.100% of logic artifacts, concept compression issues, and other aspects of noncompliance must be reconciled.

 Full compliance is Full compliance is notnot optional.  optional. 

 The unified Universe is the final arbiter.The unified Universe is the final arbiter.

https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/technology/iso9001-unification-tool/


  

Fact ConfirmationFact Confirmation
Wherever possible there must be independent confirmation of the ‘facts’.  Such a correlation requires and Wherever possible there must be independent confirmation of the ‘facts’.  Such a correlation requires and 
demands a common framework. In the case of mode shifting fact confirmation, this means that all parties demands a common framework. In the case of mode shifting fact confirmation, this means that all parties 
must recognize the same situation in full context and compliance of Elegant Reasonism. All parties must must recognize the same situation in full context and compliance of Elegant Reasonism. All parties must 
be capable of wielding Elegant Reasonism to effect and affect in order to assure critical situational be capable of wielding Elegant Reasonism to effect and affect in order to assure critical situational 
awareness thinking EIM to EIM.awareness thinking EIM to EIM.

 The worldview basis for any given fact must be known by any and all means necessary relative to and respective of the unified The worldview basis for any given fact must be known by any and all means necessary relative to and respective of the unified 
Universe holistically consistent with Elegant Reasonism. That is to say the fact must be connected to the EIM making it manifest. Universe holistically consistent with Elegant Reasonism. That is to say the fact must be connected to the EIM making it manifest. 
Investigators may then generate effective metrics and employ them in analytical purpose. Holistic representation is only Investigators may then generate effective metrics and employ them in analytical purpose. Holistic representation is only 
determined during Treatise development (See determined during Treatise development (See Process Decision Checkpoint FlowchartProcess Decision Checkpoint Flowchart).).

 Critically implied here is recognition that fundamental context is made manifest by basis EIMs. It is necessary but Critically implied here is recognition that fundamental context is made manifest by basis EIMs. It is necessary but 
insufficient to establish fact confirmation within a given EIM absent fully compliant alignment with the unified Universe.insufficient to establish fact confirmation within a given EIM absent fully compliant alignment with the unified Universe.

 ‘‘Facts’ (e.g. evidence) must be mode shifted and relevant parties must cognitively agree on the Treatise relative to and respective Facts’ (e.g. evidence) must be mode shifted and relevant parties must cognitively agree on the Treatise relative to and respective 
of the unified Universe. This means effectiveness metrics have been met and the facts have survived the Elegant Reasonism of the unified Universe. This means effectiveness metrics have been met and the facts have survived the Elegant Reasonism 
framework and processes. They may be reflected in fully compliant context of the unified Universe. Facts derived specifically as framework and processes. They may be reflected in fully compliant context of the unified Universe. Facts derived specifically as 
a function of a given EIM may be logically correct but that does not guarantee they are holistically correct nor that they will a function of a given EIM may be logically correct but that does not guarantee they are holistically correct nor that they will 
survive the rigor and discipline associated with Elegant Reasonism. survive the rigor and discipline associated with Elegant Reasonism. 

 In the case of presenting ‘facts’ subject to a systems review (e.g. purpose of an investigation to mode shift these fact into In the case of presenting ‘facts’ subject to a systems review (e.g. purpose of an investigation to mode shift these fact into 
alignment with the unified Universe) it is useful to make sure that goals and objectives are prepared to accommodate the alignment with the unified Universe) it is useful to make sure that goals and objectives are prepared to accommodate the 
resulting insights.resulting insights.

 Empiricism is a subset epistemology of Elegant Reasonism, holistically, for these and other reasons. Empirically derived Empiricism is a subset epistemology of Elegant Reasonism, holistically, for these and other reasons. Empirically derived 
‘facts’ that are generally accepted must be mode shifted before they may be accepted in an Elegant Reasonism context.‘facts’ that are generally accepted must be mode shifted before they may be accepted in an Elegant Reasonism context.

 Proofs must be mode shifted into alignment with the unified Universe in order to be valid.Proofs must be mode shifted into alignment with the unified Universe in order to be valid.

https://www.solrei.co/pdcf_instructions/


  

Mode Shifting Fact ConfirmationMode Shifting Fact Confirmation

The analytic framework of Elegant Reasonism is The analytic framework of Elegant Reasonism is 
designed exactly to pursue these various designed exactly to pursue these various 
questions as a function of truth as determined by questions as a function of truth as determined by 
the unified Universe as a philosophical predicate the unified Universe as a philosophical predicate 
priority consideration entering science.  Truth priority consideration entering science.  Truth 
derived in any other manner is necessary but derived in any other manner is necessary but 
insufficient to gain Elegant Reasonism insufficient to gain Elegant Reasonism 
compliance certification. compliance certification. 

 Where does the preponderance of evidence point?Where does the preponderance of evidence point?

 Are the claimants playing by the rules of Elegant Are the claimants playing by the rules of Elegant 
Reasonism and science?Reasonism and science?

 Does verifiable evidence exist in context (e.g. relative to Does verifiable evidence exist in context (e.g. relative to 
and respective of) the unified Universe?and respective of) the unified Universe?

 Are personal beliefs driving the claim?Are personal beliefs driving the claim?

 Can you confirm all the Elegant Reasonism based facts?Can you confirm all the Elegant Reasonism based facts?

 Reliability of the source of a given claim is a function of Reliability of the source of a given claim is a function of 
the body of work representing it. Is that body of work the body of work representing it. Is that body of work 
credible in the full context of Elegant Reasonism?credible in the full context of Elegant Reasonism?

 Are personal beliefs driving the claim?Are personal beliefs driving the claim?

 What is the fundamental context (EIM) of the claim?What is the fundamental context (EIM) of the claim?

 The source of a claim is rendered irrelevant by Elegant The source of a claim is rendered irrelevant by Elegant 
Reasonism IF the body of work producing it is Reasonism IF the body of work producing it is 
transparently communicated such that others can follow. transparently communicated such that others can follow. 

 Do not trust something just because an “expert” said Do not trust something just because an “expert” said 
it was true. Experts immersed in EIMs which do not it was true. Experts immersed in EIMs which do not 
close to unification are on ‘thin ice’.close to unification are on ‘thin ice’.

 The quest is better affinity with truth as a The quest is better affinity with truth as a 
function of the unified Universe not function of the unified Universe not 
credentials.credentials.

 Do not get attached to your hypotheses. Explore Do not get attached to your hypotheses. Explore 
alternatives. Elegant Reasonism requires a plurality of alternatives. Elegant Reasonism requires a plurality of 
EIMs exactly for this purpose and reason.EIMs exactly for this purpose and reason.

 Does the source make similar claims?Does the source make similar claims?

 Have the claims been verified by somebody else?Have the claims been verified by somebody else?

 Are other sources saying the same thing?Are other sources saying the same thing?

 Does this fit with the way the world works?Does this fit with the way the world works?

 Spin your own hypothesis/argument. Think of all the ways Spin your own hypothesis/argument. Think of all the ways 
to explain something.to explain something.

 Has anyone tried to disprove the claim?Has anyone tried to disprove the claim?

The direct implication is that all parties are capable of wielding Elegant Reasonism effectively. This The direct implication is that all parties are capable of wielding Elegant Reasonism effectively. This 
usually means being capable of conducting an investigation in context of Elegant Reasonism, but it usually means being capable of conducting an investigation in context of Elegant Reasonism, but it 
also means being able to correctly and effectively comprehend a Treatise produced by a different also means being able to correctly and effectively comprehend a Treatise produced by a different 
investigative team.  investigative team.  



  

MetricsMetrics
 Metrics employed in the standard manner may also fall prey to Langer Epistemology Errors. Be Metrics employed in the standard manner may also fall prey to Langer Epistemology Errors. Be 

critically situationally aware in your thinking.critically situationally aware in your thinking.

 Metrics must be viewed through the holistic lens of Elegant Reasonism.Metrics must be viewed through the holistic lens of Elegant Reasonism.

 Metrics employed specifically inside an encapsulated EIM likely apply exclusively there.Metrics employed specifically inside an encapsulated EIM likely apply exclusively there.

 Metrics employed within a given analytical layer of Translation Matrices must be compliant Metrics employed within a given analytical layer of Translation Matrices must be compliant 
with the standards of that layer. They may be horizontal or vertical (or integrated) but they must with the standards of that layer. They may be horizontal or vertical (or integrated) but they must 
be consistent with the standards expected of that analytical layer.be consistent with the standards expected of that analytical layer.

 Metrics applied in one EIM must be equally applied by all EIMs, and as such must be unbiased Metrics applied in one EIM must be equally applied by all EIMs, and as such must be unbiased 
relative to a particular EIM. relative to a particular EIM. 

 EIM internal (e.g. encapsulated) metrics concerning the quality of pattern relationships EIM internal (e.g. encapsulated) metrics concerning the quality of pattern relationships 
may be equally appliedmay be equally applied

 All metrics dealing with the analytical nature of Translation Matrices must be holistically All metrics dealing with the analytical nature of Translation Matrices must be holistically 
normalized in context of the unified Universe.normalized in context of the unified Universe.

 The first fully compliant EIM is The Emergence Model, but it is not necessarily the last. The first fully compliant EIM is The Emergence Model, but it is not necessarily the last. 
Remember, the unified Universe is always held distinct, unique, and litmus. We never cross the Remember, the unified Universe is always held distinct, unique, and litmus. We never cross the 
line asserting that The Emergence Model is ‘the’ unified Universe; rather we articulate that The line asserting that The Emergence Model is ‘the’ unified Universe; rather we articulate that The 
Emergence Model reflects the unified Universe. This may be a fine distinction but we take this Emergence Model reflects the unified Universe. This may be a fine distinction but we take this 
position so that we minimize the chance of committing Langer Epistemology Errors. From a position so that we minimize the chance of committing Langer Epistemology Errors. From a 
quality standpoint it is always better to have multiple fully compliant EIMs engaged on Chart quality standpoint it is always better to have multiple fully compliant EIMs engaged on Chart 
18 to maximize that reflection and resolution detail.18 to maximize that reflection and resolution detail.



  

ExperimentationExperimentation
All experiments are conducted under epistemological rules whether they are traditional or under All experiments are conducted under epistemological rules whether they are traditional or under 
Elegant Reasonism, new as it is. Elegant Reasonism, as an epistemology, is a superset of the Elegant Reasonism, new as it is. Elegant Reasonism, as an epistemology, is a superset of the 
traditional philosophies of knowledge (e.g. epistemologies) in the sense that they are integrated and traditional philosophies of knowledge (e.g. epistemologies) in the sense that they are integrated and 
not set aside. They are however statistically weighted relative to and respective of the unified not set aside. They are however statistically weighted relative to and respective of the unified 
Universe. Epistemologies deal with domains of discourse and within those various domains arrayed Universe. Epistemologies deal with domains of discourse and within those various domains arrayed 
are various detail sets which characterize how they interpret evidence. The degree to which any given are various detail sets which characterize how they interpret evidence. The degree to which any given 
epistemology, Elegant Reasonism included, is fully compliant and capable of supporting science is a epistemology, Elegant Reasonism included, is fully compliant and capable of supporting science is a 
matter for future investigators to detail out. Presumably that matter will concern future historians. matter for future investigators to detail out. Presumably that matter will concern future historians. 

The point being made is that some epistemologies manifest evidence because a particular detail set The point being made is that some epistemologies manifest evidence because a particular detail set 
within domains of discourse can be duplicated and repeated in context that domain of discourse. within domains of discourse can be duplicated and repeated in context that domain of discourse. 
Elegant Reasonism holds such congruence as necessary but wholly insufficient to gain full Elegant Reasonism holds such congruence as necessary but wholly insufficient to gain full 
compliance with its rule set. To be fully compliant all particular detail sets must be congruent with compliance with its rule set. To be fully compliant all particular detail sets must be congruent with 
their relative and respective domains of discourse but they must also be compliant with the realm of their relative and respective domains of discourse but they must also be compliant with the realm of 
c’s previously described and most especially they must close to unification. Not after the fact but as a c’s previously described and most especially they must close to unification. Not after the fact but as a 
philosophical predicate priority consideration entering science. philosophical predicate priority consideration entering science. 

Take, for example, an experiment which under M1 presumes no such requirement and deals with Take, for example, an experiment which under M1 presumes no such requirement and deals with 
high energy physics. It may get results which under those rules seem to come from parallel high energy physics. It may get results which under those rules seem to come from parallel 
dimensions. Mode shifting such experiments into alignment with the unified Universe finds that dimensions. Mode shifting such experiments into alignment with the unified Universe finds that 
same experiment was encountering Preons it was not prepared to detect or recognize much less same experiment was encountering Preons it was not prepared to detect or recognize much less 
fathom their implications.  See “fathom their implications.  See “In Unification’s Wake, part 5: Business ImpactIn Unification’s Wake, part 5: Business Impact” for further ” for further 
discussion on these kinds of issues. Experiments must be designed in context of Elegant Reasonism.discussion on these kinds of issues. Experiments must be designed in context of Elegant Reasonism.

https://youtu.be/qEQnGA3s7fw


  

The Nature of Logic TrapsThe Nature of Logic Traps

 Langer Epistemology Errors (LEEs) occur when we mistake abstractions for reality.Langer Epistemology Errors (LEEs) occur when we mistake abstractions for reality.

 Abstractions have a tendency to insulate and isolate higher ordered ideas from lower ordered detail.Abstractions have a tendency to insulate and isolate higher ordered ideas from lower ordered detail.

 Encapsulation is analogous to the particle horizon in the sense that it creates a perception boundary Encapsulation is analogous to the particle horizon in the sense that it creates a perception boundary 
beyond which other EIMs are not recognized exactly because they are out of context. A framework beyond which other EIMs are not recognized exactly because they are out of context. A framework 
recognizing these issues is therefore required and it must be capable of full analytics.recognizing these issues is therefore required and it must be capable of full analytics.

 Documenting interactions between abstract phenomena and properties in order to develop an Documenting interactions between abstract phenomena and properties in order to develop an 
effective EIM is a messy, tedious, business. It should be conducted under industry standards and effective EIM is a messy, tedious, business. It should be conducted under industry standards and 
Elegant Reasonism is designed/intended exactly for that purpose.Elegant Reasonism is designed/intended exactly for that purpose.

Investigators on the defensive will utter phrases like ‘but the math Investigators on the defensive will utter phrases like ‘but the math 
works!’, ‘there are hundreds of experiments which produce these works!’, ‘there are hundreds of experiments which produce these 
empirical results!’ and many others. The truth image here uses color empirical results!’ and many others. The truth image here uses color 
to draw your attention to the respective image but what is only to draw your attention to the respective image but what is only 
implied are the photons generating the image. We have grown so implied are the photons generating the image. We have grown so 
familial with such depictions that we no longer question missing familial with such depictions that we no longer question missing 
elements. Geometric basis, for example, of spacetime is rarely elements. Geometric basis, for example, of spacetime is rarely 
demanded in modern circles. It is not because one can not be demanded in modern circles. It is not because one can not be 
generated within the EIM manifesting that context. The core generated within the EIM manifesting that context. The core 
constructs of the EIM preclude it. Nothing real can transit the constructs of the EIM preclude it. Nothing real can transit the 
spacetime-mass interface without first conversion to energy via a spacetime-mass interface without first conversion to energy via a 
fairly famous equation. Because we can not, our expectation one is fairly famous equation. Because we can not, our expectation one is 
necessary must, in that context, be altered as a result. necessary must, in that context, be altered as a result. 



  

KM DynamicsKM Dynamics
Modern KM practitioners may tell you some historical notable was ‘wrong’. That the modern theory is Modern KM practitioners may tell you some historical notable was ‘wrong’. That the modern theory is 
‘correct’ and then will cite all of the successes as evidence to that correctness. If these same practitioners ‘correct’ and then will cite all of the successes as evidence to that correctness. If these same practitioners 
are committing Langer Epistemology Errors,  are not versed in Systems Engineering or Knowledge are committing Langer Epistemology Errors,  are not versed in Systems Engineering or Knowledge 
Management principles, then they may mistakenly believe they are working with reality rather than a Management principles, then they may mistakenly believe they are working with reality rather than a 
disconnected [logical] view of it.  Very often taking the historical view as a logically correct ‘lens’ offers disconnected [logical] view of it.  Very often taking the historical view as a logically correct ‘lens’ offers 
the freedom necessary to install a different EIM lens that is also simultaneously true, to the same extent, the freedom necessary to install a different EIM lens that is also simultaneously true, to the same extent, 
but maybe possesses greater precision or accuracy exactly because it is not making the same set of but maybe possesses greater precision or accuracy exactly because it is not making the same set of 
fundamental assumptions as the earlier ‘lens’. What Feynman called replacing a perfect thing with another fundamental assumptions as the earlier ‘lens’. What Feynman called replacing a perfect thing with another 
maybe more perfect thing. In essence this is what we are doing when we first begin populating Translation maybe more perfect thing. In essence this is what we are doing when we first begin populating Translation 
Matrices. Matrices. 

 Does fundamental EIM integrity (re: knowledge management) create reflected descriptions that obfuscate or Does fundamental EIM integrity (re: knowledge management) create reflected descriptions that obfuscate or 
clarify? Does characterizations of interacting phenomena and properties get more elaborate or simpler? Are there clarify? Does characterizations of interacting phenomena and properties get more elaborate or simpler? Are there 
logic artifacts left in the wake? Does the characterization simplify or increase compartmentalization by scale? Are logic artifacts left in the wake? Does the characterization simplify or increase compartmentalization by scale? Are 
systemic implications dealt with in a clear and concise manner? Do they aid characterization systemic implications dealt with in a clear and concise manner? Do they aid characterization Bang to BangBang to Bang ??

 One of the interesting aspects of Elegant Reasonism are the knowledge management dynamics involved in any One of the interesting aspects of Elegant Reasonism are the knowledge management dynamics involved in any 
given investigation. Integrating root cause analysis and other problem determination techniques from industry given investigation. Integrating root cause analysis and other problem determination techniques from industry 
often find that known knowns, known unknowns, and unknown unknowns shift dramatically EIM to EIM often find that known knowns, known unknowns, and unknown unknowns shift dramatically EIM to EIM 
relative to and respective of sets of paradigms of interest. relative to and respective of sets of paradigms of interest. 

 The answers to the standard what, when, where, why, and how questions also shift. Sometimes what we though The answers to the standard what, when, where, why, and how questions also shift. Sometimes what we though 
was an answer to a why question in one EIM turns out to be the answer to a what question in light of a different was an answer to a why question in one EIM turns out to be the answer to a what question in light of a different 
EIM which within that other EIM discover the true answer to why.  Newton’s Laws are a great example.EIM which within that other EIM discover the true answer to why.  Newton’s Laws are a great example.

 Until the entire domain of discourse is mode shifted and developed into a fully compliant Treatise these insights Until the entire domain of discourse is mode shifted and developed into a fully compliant Treatise these insights 
are very often completely obfuscated by the predominant EIM in use.are very often completely obfuscated by the predominant EIM in use.

https://www.solrei.co/philosophy/epistemology/knowledge-management/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/rd/bang-to-bang/


  

Philosophical Predicate PriorityPhilosophical Predicate Priority
Elegant Reasonism holds that unification must be a philosophical predicate priority consideration Elegant Reasonism holds that unification must be a philosophical predicate priority consideration 
entering science. That core message is replete throughout the body of work this presentation reflects. entering science. That core message is replete throughout the body of work this presentation reflects. 
Some of the manners in which this requirement influences discussions are quite sublime. Some of the manners in which this requirement influences discussions are quite sublime. 

 Focus for example, maybe discussing a system’s Hamiltonian but ignoring the energy that must be Focus for example, maybe discussing a system’s Hamiltonian but ignoring the energy that must be 
within spacetime or potentially ignoring potential vs kinetic energy therein. It might make itself even within spacetime or potentially ignoring potential vs kinetic energy therein. It might make itself even 
more distant by providing a given investigative team answers locally but do not jive with say a more distant by providing a given investigative team answers locally but do not jive with say a 
photon’s ability to traverse the known universe from say BX442 to merge with the sensor systems of photon’s ability to traverse the known universe from say BX442 to merge with the sensor systems of 
the Hubble Space Telescope; which means it had to traverse that same spacetime construct. The one the Hubble Space Telescope; which means it had to traverse that same spacetime construct. The one 
whose stresses and tensions are reflected by tensor mathematics. Connect that BX442 photon’s whose stresses and tensions are reflected by tensor mathematics. Connect that BX442 photon’s 
quantum mechanical characterization relative to the cosmological realm it traversed relative to the quantum mechanical characterization relative to the cosmological realm it traversed relative to the 
Event Frame transpiring at the sensor plane of the HST. One must span scales to accomplish that.Event Frame transpiring at the sensor plane of the HST. One must span scales to accomplish that.

 Any change to the meaning of any given term requires EIM iteration at a minimum. That delta Any change to the meaning of any given term requires EIM iteration at a minimum. That delta 
definition must be considered holistically. Are you, for example, going to redefine the Hamiltonian definition must be considered holistically. Are you, for example, going to redefine the Hamiltonian 
such that the total energy includes all of spacetime out to an inertial frame that is smoothly isotropic such that the total energy includes all of spacetime out to an inertial frame that is smoothly isotropic 
and free of all perturbations? There are a plethora of questions in such cans of worms.and free of all perturbations? There are a plethora of questions in such cans of worms.

 Does any aspect of a particular body of work change because of scale or are constituents at small Does any aspect of a particular body of work change because of scale or are constituents at small 
scales cleanly integrated into higher orders of complexities via constituent constructs of those higher scales cleanly integrated into higher orders of complexities via constituent constructs of those higher 
ordered composites?ordered composites?

 Are the Knowledge Management principles the same across all scales and are they isotropic? If not Are the Knowledge Management principles the same across all scales and are they isotropic? If not 
why not? How exactly could such an occurrence be explained in context of the unified Universe? why not? How exactly could such an occurrence be explained in context of the unified Universe? 
Does not unification demand reconciliation of such issues by definition? Where then is the real Does not unification demand reconciliation of such issues by definition? Where then is the real 
baloney in such discussions; with historical/traditional successes or unification? Why & Why not?baloney in such discussions; with historical/traditional successes or unification? Why & Why not?



  

EIM Plurality RequirementEIM Plurality Requirement
Elegant Reasonism employs pluralities of EIMs for investigative purposes which serves to assure Elegant Reasonism employs pluralities of EIMs for investigative purposes which serves to assure 
exploration of alternative explanations and hypothesis (e.g. spin more than one hypothesis). In this exploration of alternative explanations and hypothesis (e.g. spin more than one hypothesis). In this 
manner particular concepts are surrounded, illuminated, and illustrated relative to the unified manner particular concepts are surrounded, illuminated, and illustrated relative to the unified 
Universe. Very often we find it useful to explore how EIMs which do not close make a given Universe. Very often we find it useful to explore how EIMs which do not close make a given 
paradigm manifest. When we then go to explore those that do close we often find many pointers paradigm manifest. When we then go to explore those that do close we often find many pointers 
directing us to what must be.directing us to what must be.

 Elegant Reasonism employs a plurality of EIMs for any given investigation however it is required that at Elegant Reasonism employs a plurality of EIMs for any given investigation however it is required that at 
least one must close to unification in compliance with the realm of c’s and Elegant Reasonism rules.least one must close to unification in compliance with the realm of c’s and Elegant Reasonism rules.

 A thousand years from now there may be many EIMs which close and collectively they would A thousand years from now there may be many EIMs which close and collectively they would 
enhance our perception and ability to engage the unified Universe presuming we maintained rule enhance our perception and ability to engage the unified Universe presuming we maintained rule 
integrity.integrity.

 Because Elegant Reasonism does not assume that either M5 or M6 will be the only EIMs which closes, Because Elegant Reasonism does not assume that either M5 or M6 will be the only EIMs which closes, 
never lose the opportunity to see if some of your investigative clues suggest that a different EIM may exist never lose the opportunity to see if some of your investigative clues suggest that a different EIM may exist 
which also explains the phenomena or property being investigated, potentially better.which also explains the phenomena or property being investigated, potentially better.

 Remember though any potential changes to an EIM iteration suggest further iteration rather than Remember though any potential changes to an EIM iteration suggest further iteration rather than 
tweaking existing models. Always iterate.tweaking existing models. Always iterate.

 Exercising pluralities across the generalized process flow helps to sort out decision checkpoint flow metrics Exercising pluralities across the generalized process flow helps to sort out decision checkpoint flow metrics 
and effectiveness.and effectiveness.

 Helps document insights and understand derivation of value relative to both new and old ways of thinking.Helps document insights and understand derivation of value relative to both new and old ways of thinking.



  

AttachmentAttachment
The unified Universe does not care how attached you are to a given concept or model. This is one The unified Universe does not care how attached you are to a given concept or model. This is one 
reason that it is always held distinct and litmus. Another is to help assure that we do not commit reason that it is always held distinct and litmus. Another is to help assure that we do not commit 
Langer Epistemology ErrorsLanger Epistemology Errors. If you are fond of a concept you know is mired in LEEs just meet the . If you are fond of a concept you know is mired in LEEs just meet the 
challenge head on. You will likely be surprised at how many clues there are to what must be. Sagan, challenge head on. You will likely be surprised at how many clues there are to what must be. Sagan, 
and many others, point out that if  there's something to be explained,  think  of  all  the  different  and many others, point out that if  there's something to be explained,  think  of  all  the  different  
ways  in  which  it  could  be explained.  Then  think  of  tests  by  which  you  might  systematically ways  in  which  it  could  be explained.  Then  think  of  tests  by  which  you  might  systematically 
disprove each of the alternatives. What survives, the hypothesis that resists disproof in this disprove each of the alternatives. What survives, the hypothesis that resists disproof in this 
Darwinian selection among 'multiple working hypotheses', has a much better chance  of being the  Darwinian selection among 'multiple working hypotheses', has a much better chance  of being the  
right  answer than  if you  had  simply run  with the  first  idea  that  caught  your  fancy.right  answer than  if you  had  simply run  with the  first  idea  that  caught  your  fancy.

 Pulling away attachment is a little like pulling threads and watching something unravel and it gets addictive Pulling away attachment is a little like pulling threads and watching something unravel and it gets addictive 
exactly because it often reveals insights visible in no other manner.exactly because it often reveals insights visible in no other manner.

 Letting go of such attachment is often the key to ‘Ah Ha!’ moments. Try to find reasons your hypothesis is Letting go of such attachment is often the key to ‘Ah Ha!’ moments. Try to find reasons your hypothesis is 
not viable, if you don’t others will. Mode shift that thinking. You may need to articulate these issues in not viable, if you don’t others will. Mode shift that thinking. You may need to articulate these issues in 
Treatise.Treatise.

 During the Illumination Phase you may get very attached to a given concept only to be completely During the Illumination Phase you may get very attached to a given concept only to be completely 
gobsmacked during the Analysis Phase about the same insight’s deeper implications.gobsmacked during the Analysis Phase about the same insight’s deeper implications.

 Being jubilant because we recognize the mode shifted manifestation in a given EIM is often Being jubilant because we recognize the mode shifted manifestation in a given EIM is often 
supplanted by awe when we realize that it scales out to the unified Universe holistically.supplanted by awe when we realize that it scales out to the unified Universe holistically.

 Just because something fits at the micro level make sure you back up and understand how it scales while Just because something fits at the micro level make sure you back up and understand how it scales while 
simultaneously maintaining full compliance.simultaneously maintaining full compliance.



  

QuantifyQuantify
Quantify where possible but make sure that such values are fully mode shifted. The reason is simple: Quantify where possible but make sure that such values are fully mode shifted. The reason is simple: 
there are aspects to the unified Universe which are patently not only not visible in EIMs which do not there are aspects to the unified Universe which are patently not only not visible in EIMs which do not 
close, there is no good explanation for them in holistic context. When we mode shift such concepts, like close, there is no good explanation for them in holistic context. When we mode shift such concepts, like 
Dark Matter for example, we find cogent explanations for them in context of EIMs that do close to Dark Matter for example, we find cogent explanations for them in context of EIMs that do close to 
unification. Such explanations often also proffer quantification of values but only in that enhanced view unification. Such explanations often also proffer quantification of values but only in that enhanced view 
(e.g. fully compliant with the unified Universe).(e.g. fully compliant with the unified Universe).

 Mode Shifting quantification strengthens holistic integrity relative to and respective of the Mode Shifting quantification strengthens holistic integrity relative to and respective of the uuUniverse.Universe.

 One of the insights from the original systems reviews was that architectural mass is a complex One of the insights from the original systems reviews was that architectural mass is a complex 
composite, potentially discontinuous, construct and that a particular constituent configuration may have composite, potentially discontinuous, construct and that a particular constituent configuration may have 
high density and saturation elements. Said another way, architectural mass may integrate dark matter high density and saturation elements. Said another way, architectural mass may integrate dark matter 
within its configurations as a constituent configuration of how it accomplishes the forces it instantiates. within its configurations as a constituent configuration of how it accomplishes the forces it instantiates. 

 Shifting focus away from the medium and onto the real systems within an Event Frame fundamentally Shifting focus away from the medium and onto the real systems within an Event Frame fundamentally 
changes the way questions are asked and answered.changes the way questions are asked and answered.

 Recognizing that EIMs fundamentally establish interpretive context requires quantification efforts Recognizing that EIMs fundamentally establish interpretive context requires quantification efforts 
themselves to be mode shifted to assure investigation integrity consistent with Elegant Reasonism.themselves to be mode shifted to assure investigation integrity consistent with Elegant Reasonism.

 Standards, Metrics, Quality, Root Cause Analysis, etc. are all affected by Elegant Reasonism and must Standards, Metrics, Quality, Root Cause Analysis, etc. are all affected by Elegant Reasonism and must 
be taken into consideration as a function of the unified Universe as the final arbiter.be taken into consideration as a function of the unified Universe as the final arbiter.

 The holistic point here is that absent perception from the mode shifted precipice of the unified Universe The holistic point here is that absent perception from the mode shifted precipice of the unified Universe 
there may be aspects of reality that are not perceived and so would be otherwise missed in there may be aspects of reality that are not perceived and so would be otherwise missed in 
quantification efforts. Remember, structure equals properties and properties infer intrinsic structure. quantification efforts. Remember, structure equals properties and properties infer intrinsic structure. 
Behavior absent that perception is missing vital information.Behavior absent that perception is missing vital information.



  

GradientsGradients
In one sense we might have titled this chart ‘scale’ but that connotes distinctions in perceived size rather In one sense we might have titled this chart ‘scale’ but that connotes distinctions in perceived size rather 
than changes along some definable line. M5 simplifies gradient discussions of scale and time by focusing than changes along some definable line. M5 simplifies gradient discussions of scale and time by focusing 
on the intrinsic nature of the core constructs manifesting this EIM. Scale issues are distilled by The on the intrinsic nature of the core constructs manifesting this EIM. Scale issues are distilled by The 
Fundamental Entanglement Function, limited by Severance which results everything real. These various Fundamental Entanglement Function, limited by Severance which results everything real. These various 
processes transpire due to action of the dynamic complex composite and discontinuous nature of the processes transpire due to action of the dynamic complex composite and discontinuous nature of the 
configurations of architectural mass they make manifest. Time then is an action displacement index configurations of architectural mass they make manifest. Time then is an action displacement index 
across the reference frames.across the reference frames.

 Can the basis of the discussion be seamlessly integrated relative to the holistic unified Universe via the Can the basis of the discussion be seamlessly integrated relative to the holistic unified Universe via the 
basis EIM driving fundamental context? basis EIM driving fundamental context? 

 Is the basis discussion framed by status quo thinking or is it Elegant Reasonism based?Is the basis discussion framed by status quo thinking or is it Elegant Reasonism based?

 Are premises based on past successes mired by basis EIMs which can not ever close to unification or Are premises based on past successes mired by basis EIMs which can not ever close to unification or 
are they exploring how to get through the decision checkpoint flowchart discussed earlier in this and are they exploring how to get through the decision checkpoint flowchart discussed earlier in this and 
other presentations.other presentations.

 Are participants defensive or are they open mindedly working from the precipice of unification?Are participants defensive or are they open mindedly working from the precipice of unification?

 Knowledge Management Gradients penetrate domains of discourse and detail sets. From the realm of Knowledge Management Gradients penetrate domains of discourse and detail sets. From the realm of 
c’s we get words like cohesive and coherent that apply to gradient discussions. One reason logic c’s we get words like cohesive and coherent that apply to gradient discussions. One reason logic 
artifacts arise from premises is exactly because these issues are ignored. This is yet another reason that artifacts arise from premises is exactly because these issues are ignored. This is yet another reason that 
unification must be a philosophical predicate priority consideration entering science.unification must be a philosophical predicate priority consideration entering science.



  

Concept IntegrityConcept Integrity
EIMs manifest fundamental context governing every aspect of a premise. It is therefore of vital EIMs manifest fundamental context governing every aspect of a premise. It is therefore of vital 
importance that every facet of a discussion respect enumerated and iterated EIM’s capacity and capability importance that every facet of a discussion respect enumerated and iterated EIM’s capacity and capability 
to make any given concept or construct manifest. Violation of these rules are clues are usually discovered to make any given concept or construct manifest. Violation of these rules are clues are usually discovered 
through effective critical situationally aware thinking and indicate a need to iterate a given enumeration through effective critical situationally aware thinking and indicate a need to iterate a given enumeration 
of a particular EIM. Investigators may then employ that iteration along with other employed EIMs in their of a particular EIM. Investigators may then employ that iteration along with other employed EIMs in their 
efforts in order to discern systemic implications across the appropriate analytics reflected by the body of efforts in order to discern systemic implications across the appropriate analytics reflected by the body of 
work this presentation represents.work this presentation represents.

 Distillation of terms requires full compliance across the realm of c’s within a given EIM and holistically Distillation of terms requires full compliance across the realm of c’s within a given EIM and holistically 
across the analytics. across the analytics. 

 For example: Hamiltonian is the total energy of a given system. That requires fully compliant For example: Hamiltonian is the total energy of a given system. That requires fully compliant 
description of everything real defined relative to the reference frame. When we start digging into this description of everything real defined relative to the reference frame. When we start digging into this 
distinctions between standard frames, inertial frames, distinctions between Newtonian frames, distinctions between standard frames, inertial frames, distinctions between Newtonian frames, 
Relativistic frames, Quantum frames, all begin to illuminate and illustrate logic artifacts relative to the Relativistic frames, Quantum frames, all begin to illuminate and illustrate logic artifacts relative to the 
spacetime-mass interface. And then we must include issues of scale because the scale of spacetime is spacetime-mass interface. And then we must include issues of scale because the scale of spacetime is 
inclusive of everything real. Nothing real can transit that interface without conversion to energy under inclusive of everything real. Nothing real can transit that interface without conversion to energy under 
M1 rules. We must then systemically include or exclude influences as a function of the employed M1 rules. We must then systemically include or exclude influences as a function of the employed 
constructs considered real (and real systems or systems of systems). Those rules mode shift under M5 constructs considered real (and real systems or systems of systems). Those rules mode shift under M5 
and are completely eliminated or are completely redefined as a result. This is one reason the label ‘mode and are completely eliminated or are completely redefined as a result. This is one reason the label ‘mode 
shifting’ refers to enabling a different mode of thinking required not a simple parameter change.shifting’ refers to enabling a different mode of thinking required not a simple parameter change.

 M1 rules, for example, state that gravity is a phenomena resulting from mass warping spacetime, M1 rules, for example, state that gravity is a phenomena resulting from mass warping spacetime, 
therefore the spacetime-mass interface is of vital import. Under M1 there is no such thing as a construct therefore the spacetime-mass interface is of vital import. Under M1 there is no such thing as a construct 
for gravity (e.g. gravitons). Gravitons are made manifest by M5, not M1. EIM concept integrity must be for gravity (e.g. gravitons). Gravitons are made manifest by M5, not M1. EIM concept integrity must be 
maintained or the implications arising will be misconstrued or missed entirely.maintained or the implications arising will be misconstrued or missed entirely.



  

Encourage Substantive DebateEncourage Substantive Debate
Encourage  substantive  debate  on  the  evidence  by  knowledgeable  proponents  of all  points  of Encourage  substantive  debate  on  the  evidence  by  knowledgeable  proponents  of all  points  of 
view. There is a presumption here that engaged parties are familiar with Elegant Reasonism and can view. There is a presumption here that engaged parties are familiar with Elegant Reasonism and can 
wield it to some relative degree of effectiveness. Otherwise parties will talk past each other. Elegant wield it to some relative degree of effectiveness. Otherwise parties will talk past each other. Elegant 
Reasonism should be wielded transformationally. Reasonism should be wielded transformationally. 

 Inane debates waste everyone’s time and resources (or: you can wrestle a pig but everyone gets dirty and the Inane debates waste everyone’s time and resources (or: you can wrestle a pig but everyone gets dirty and the 
pig likes it).pig likes it).

 Debating those who fail to recognize implications of Langer Epistemology Errors may serve to get them Debating those who fail to recognize implications of Langer Epistemology Errors may serve to get them 
to recognize the holistic issues at stake/riskto recognize the holistic issues at stake/risk

 Arguments from authority carry little weight. Use the Arguments from authority carry little weight. Use the process & methodsprocess & methods to guide the discussion:  to guide the discussion: 
RecognizeRecognize, , IlluminateIlluminate, , AnalyzeAnalyze and articulate your  and articulate your TreatiseTreatise in discussion. in discussion.

 Educate transformationallyEducate transformationally

 Debate should beDebate should be

 Illuminate and Illustrate Mode Shifted InsightsIlluminate and Illustrate Mode Shifted Insights

 Follow credible education road map relative to and respective of the audience being engagedFollow credible education road map relative to and respective of the audience being engaged

 Conducted transformationally, Conducted transformationally, leverage SOLREI’s website as appropriateleverage SOLREI’s website as appropriate  

 Distinguish Distinguish domains of discoursedomains of discourse: historical views, Elegant Reasonism (as a process, and separately as : historical views, Elegant Reasonism (as a process, and separately as 
an epistemology), the particular investigation underway, and any particular POI/Nan epistemology), the particular investigation underway, and any particular POI/N

 In context of applied In context of applied Knowledge ManagementKnowledge Management

 Focus on the investigation (e.g. topic of discussion)Focus on the investigation (e.g. topic of discussion)

 Participants not familiar with Elegant Reasonism may begin with the White PaperParticipants not familiar with Elegant Reasonism may begin with the White Paper

https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/process-methods/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/process-methods/recognition/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/process-methods/p2-illumination/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/process-methods/p3-analysis/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/treatise/
https://www.solrei.co/
https://www.solrei.co/philosophy/epistemology/domain-of-discourse/
https://www.solrei.co/philosophy/epistemology/knowledge-management/
https://issuu.com/solrei/docs/elegant_reasonism_white_paper_05


  

Implications - Scientific SkepticismImplications - Scientific Skepticism
Part of the historical review produces a myrid of works by Part of the historical review produces a myrid of works by 
various notable authors. One example is various notable authors. One example is 
The Demon Haunted World, by Carl SaganThe Demon Haunted World, by Carl Sagan. . 

 Normal skepticism employed by professional scientists Normal skepticism employed by professional scientists 
must employ must employ critical situational awareness thinkingcritical situational awareness thinking in  in 
fully compliantfully compliant context of Elegant Reasonism. context of Elegant Reasonism.

 Scientists must recognize the deep implications which Scientists must recognize the deep implications which 
Langer Epistemology ErrorsLanger Epistemology Errors hold for the traditional  hold for the traditional 
skepticism framework.skepticism framework.

 We must now recognize the implications human We must now recognize the implications human 
physiology holds for physiology holds for traditional epistemologiestraditional epistemologies..

 UnificationUnification as a  as a philosophicalphilosophical predicate priority  predicate priority 
consideration entering consideration entering sciencescience..

 Scientific theories that are simultaneously trueScientific theories that are simultaneously true may  may 
now be discerned on the basis of unification in now be discerned on the basis of unification in 
holistic context of Elegant Reasonismholistic context of Elegant Reasonism

 Phenomena emergencePhenomena emergence becomes an R&D quest becomes an R&D quest

 The 800 lb gorilla in the room is phenomena and The 800 lb gorilla in the room is phenomena and 
properties as a function of architectures of mass.properties as a function of architectures of mass.

https://www.solrei.co/2020/04/demons/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/standards/critical-thinking/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/elegant-reasonism-rules/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/patent-pending-16405134/acknowledgements/susanne-k-langer/
https://www.solrei.co/philosophy/epistemology/
https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/rd/questing-unification/
https://www.solrei.co/philosophy/
https://www.solrei.co/philosophy/science/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NM-zWTU7X-k&list=PL-ePltWBypHD89JRX5aarx8ALUi3ED9g3&index=15
https://www.solrei.co/products/subscription/emergence/


  

Unified Universe Held LitmusUnified Universe Held Litmus
Holistically Elegant Reasonism holds the unified Universe distinct, unique, and litmus. The unified Holistically Elegant Reasonism holds the unified Universe distinct, unique, and litmus. The unified 
Universe is the final arbiter. That one cogent description presented in earlier presentations for each of M5 Universe is the final arbiter. That one cogent description presented in earlier presentations for each of M5 
and M6, together represent The Emergence Model were not just written down. They were reverse and M6, together represent The Emergence Model were not just written down. They were reverse 
engineered from a systems review spanning almost 20 years. It took a great deal of hard work to make engineered from a systems review spanning almost 20 years. It took a great deal of hard work to make 
those characterizations manifest.those characterizations manifest.

 Tools like the James Webb Space Telescope, set to launch in December of 2021, will replace the Tools like the James Webb Space Telescope, set to launch in December of 2021, will replace the 
HST and offers new insights about the real systems within our particle horizon. It may even push HST and offers new insights about the real systems within our particle horizon. It may even push 
that horizon back increasing the volume of the area representing our knowledge base. I hope that is that horizon back increasing the volume of the area representing our knowledge base. I hope that is 
the case. The Kepler and subsequent missions seeking exoplanets/civilizations is key. Data the case. The Kepler and subsequent missions seeking exoplanets/civilizations is key. Data 
suggesting Dyson Spheres might imply that insights of the Emergence Model are not just correct but suggesting Dyson Spheres might imply that insights of the Emergence Model are not just correct but 
reconcile the Drake Equation with the Fermi Paradox. Which in turn means that biosphere’s capable reconcile the Drake Equation with the Fermi Paradox. Which in turn means that biosphere’s capable 
of supporting civilization are precious. Not just Earth but other planetary bodies in our solar system. of supporting civilization are precious. Not just Earth but other planetary bodies in our solar system. 
There is expanded thinking required from such insights only contemplated by a few today. SOLREI There is expanded thinking required from such insights only contemplated by a few today. SOLREI 
INC is a strategic sustainability concern and does engage in such contemplation spanning all human INC is a strategic sustainability concern and does engage in such contemplation spanning all human 
endeavors.endeavors.

 Unification is not just the domain of a single discipline of science. Unification means you can Unification is not just the domain of a single discipline of science. Unification means you can 
holistically reflect 100% of the unified Universe and everything real in it. If you can not do that then holistically reflect 100% of the unified Universe and everything real in it. If you can not do that then 
you have not accomplished unification. So if you are looking for that one small tweak within a detail you have not accomplished unification. So if you are looking for that one small tweak within a detail 
set of some particular domain of discourse you fundamentally miss the point of unification. set of some particular domain of discourse you fundamentally miss the point of unification. 

 Unification demands characterization of everything real and do so Unification demands characterization of everything real and do so Bang to BangBang to Bang. Click that page . Click that page 
link to explore how The Emergence Model enables that characterization.link to explore how The Emergence Model enables that characterization.

https://www.solrei.co/corporate/ip/elegant-reasonism/rd/bang-to-bang/


  

Epistemological UnificationEpistemological Unification
Elegant ReasonismElegant Reasonism constitutes a net new epistemology simplistically described in the sentence in bold on  constitutes a net new epistemology simplistically described in the sentence in bold on 
Chart five (5) of this presentation. The tapestry that unification represents necessarily must reflect all that Chart five (5) of this presentation. The tapestry that unification represents necessarily must reflect all that 
is real. is real. The Emergence ModelThe Emergence Model implies that the unified Universe is larger than our particle horizon. See  implies that the unified Universe is larger than our particle horizon. See 
other materials elsewhere in the body of work the materials online reflect to understand why. other materials elsewhere in the body of work the materials online reflect to understand why. 
Consequently ‘our’ part of what is, presuming those insights are correct, is not all that is. It means our Consequently ‘our’ part of what is, presuming those insights are correct, is not all that is. It means our 
particle horizon is only a tiny fraction of all that is and because the rest of it is on the other side of that particle horizon is only a tiny fraction of all that is and because the rest of it is on the other side of that 
horizon humanity will never have any knowledge of it for exactly that reason. We can only infer its horizon humanity will never have any knowledge of it for exactly that reason. We can only infer its 
existence through the data already gathered by WMAP.existence through the data already gathered by WMAP.

Unification is not just about one discipline of science, it is about everything real. In hindsight, it never Unification is not just about one discipline of science, it is about everything real. In hindsight, it never 
was about just one mode of thought. We must holistically reconcile everything real. In essence, maybe was about just one mode of thought. We must holistically reconcile everything real. In essence, maybe 
simplistically, it is about how reality recognizes itself. In one sense everything real is a function of the simplistically, it is about how reality recognizes itself. In one sense everything real is a function of the 
intrinsic nature of MBPs (according to intrinsic nature of MBPs (according to The Emergence ModelThe Emergence Model EIMs {e.g. M5 & M6}). Already evidence  EIMs {e.g. M5 & M6}). Already evidence 
chains exist from Brodmann Areas down through supporting systems penetrating discontinuous chains exist from Brodmann Areas down through supporting systems penetrating discontinuous 
configurations yielding distinctions between inorganic and organic systems of systems.  Down through configurations yielding distinctions between inorganic and organic systems of systems.  Down through 
the periodic table to individual MBPs of the periodic table to individual MBPs of The Emergence ModelThe Emergence Model and their intrinsic nature which derives  and their intrinsic nature which derives 
their fundamental behavior. their fundamental behavior. 

Baloney detection is about more than just which set of materials to engage. It is about recognizing the Baloney detection is about more than just which set of materials to engage. It is about recognizing the 
holistic unified Universe when you perceive it. Only then may it be fully and effectively engaged. At the holistic unified Universe when you perceive it. Only then may it be fully and effectively engaged. At the 
end of the proverbial day, that’s what this is all about.end of the proverbial day, that’s what this is all about.

https://issuu.com/solrei/docs/elegant_reasonism_white_paper_05
https://issuu.com/solrei/docs/the_emergence_model_white_paper
https://issuu.com/solrei/docs/the_emergence_model_white_paper
https://issuu.com/solrei/docs/the_emergence_model_white_paper
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